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Abstract— Online diagnostic of lithium-ion battery (LIB) cells1

may have significant impact on chemical energy storage sys-2

tems. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is widely3

used for the characterization of LIBs and could be the most4

appropriate technique for online diagnostic, but its response5

time should be shortened. This work investigates the usage of6

multisine excitation to shorten the measurement time and sim-7

plify the hardware implementation for EIS of battery cells. Two8

types of multisine binary sequences are considered: sigma–delta9

modulated multisine sequences (SDMSs) and maximum length10

binary sequences (MLBSs). Their applicability to online and in11

situ EIS monitoring is evaluated by designing a measurement12

architecture also suitable to be implemented in a system-on-chip.13

The calibrated measurement system is compared with a benchtop14

reference instrument, reporting an RMSE deviation smaller than15

5% in the frequency range of interest 1–200 Hz. The realized16

system is then used for online monitoring of the discharge process17

of a commercial 18650 LIB cell. The two proposed sequences are18

compared in terms of accuracy using a digital battery emulator19

circuit. Both the sequences demonstrated to be suitable for fast20

measurement and simple hardware integration, enabling online21

in situ EIS monitoring at cell level.22

Index Terms— Batteries, binary sequences, electrochemi-23

cal impedance spectroscopy (EIS), maximum length binary24

sequences (MLBSs), sigma–delta.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

ELECTROCHEMICAL impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is27

a nondestructive and reliable measurement technique28

widely used for the characterization of batteries [1]. Several29

key parameters can be inferred from EIS data, including the30

state of charge (SoC), the state of health (SoH) [1], [2], [3],31

[4], rate capacity or power fade, degradation, and temperature32

dependence. Accurate estimation of the state parameters is33

fundamental for the diagnosis of the battery behavior, which34

is at the basis of the efficient and safe operation of numerous35

applications relying on batteries; from mobility to consumer36
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electronics, as well as energy storage. The implementation 37

of an in situ EIS monitor (i.e., directly on the battery cell) 38

and the capability of making an online diagnosis (i.e., while 39

the battery is working in its real environment) would have 40

a huge impact on the widespread usage of electrochemical 41

storage systems [5], [6], [7]. To realize this vision, the EIS 42

measurement system must face the challenges of shortening 43

the measurement time and reducing the dimensions of the 44

system to be integrated into the battery cell [8]. 45

Many authors in the literature respond to these challenges 46

by proposing methodologies and architectures in which EIS 47

excitation is realized by properly controlling the electronic 48

load, like the power converter or the motor controller [9], 49

[10]. These methods are limited to specific systems requiring 50

switching power electronics and have the critical drawback 51

of injecting unavoidable ripples in the output voltage [11], 52

[12]. Other authors describe custom IC optimized to be 53

embedded in the battery management unit [13]. Sensichips 54

has recently developed a microchip for cell management 55

units which includes an electrochemical impedance spectrome- 56

ter [14]. However, such architectures perform EIS by providing 57

a sine-wave excitation to the battery. The usage of a broadband 58

excitation signal allows for a reduction in the measurement 59

time with respect to conventional narrowband excitation, such 60

as the sine-sweep method [15]. Different broadband excitation 61

sequences have been proposed, such as multisine excitation 62

[16], [17], [18] and pseudorandom sequences [19], [20]. 63

To limit the power consumption and occupation area of the 64

excitation section of an EIS measurement system, its architec- 65

tural complexity should be as simple as possible. Therefore, 66

an interesting solution is represented by binary sequences, 67

since they can be generated by simple digital circuits, without 68

requiring a complex digital-to-analog converter (DAC) [20]. 69

Thus, VLSI implementation of an impedance measurement 70

system relying on binary sequences can respond to the chal- 71

lenges posed by the in situ and online diagnostic of battery 72

cells. In [19], pseudorandom binary and ternary sequences 73

were used to perform EIS on lithium polymer cells using a 74

commercial DAQ system. This article demonstrated the ability 75

of multisine sequences to cut the measurement time in off-line 76

measurements. Nejad and Gladwin [21] combined EIS based 77

on pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) with dual extended 78

Kalman filter for online estimation of battery state of power. 79

The PRBS-EIS technique was used only when the battery 80

was in quiescent mode to support the Kalman filter. Binary 81

excitation-based EIS systems can also be easily fitted in motor 82

controllers, as shown in [12] for EIS measurement purposes. 83
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This article analyzes the applicability of multisine binary84

sequences to online in situ EIS monitoring. The article presents85

two approaches for designing binary sequences to be used as86

excitation signals for EIS of battery cells and proposes a sim-87

ple measurement architecture that takes advantage of binary88

excitation and is suitable to be implemented as a system-89

on-chip in VLSI technology. The first approach is based90

on sigma-delta modulated multisine sequence (SDMS) [22],91

[23], while the second approach is based on the maximum92

length binary sequence (MLBS). A prototype of the system is93

realized with off-the-shelf components on a PCB board. After94

being calibrated, the prototype is compared with gold standard95

EIS instrumentation and assessed in online monitoring of the96

discharge process of a commercial battery. The two proposed97

multisine binary excitation sequences are compared with the98

help of a battery emulator, which can be treated as a stable99

and reliable reference of the battery impedance. The SDMS100

provides greater flexibility in designing the spectral properties101

of the sequence. The MLBS, on the other hand, contains all102

the harmonics of the fundamental frequency.103

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.104

Section II reports the theoretical background of the two inves-105

tigated binary sequences, while Sections III and IV describe106

the architecture of the proposed measurement system and the107

battery emulator, respectively. Detailed descriptions of the108

prototypes and experimental results are provided in Section V.109

Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.110

II. BINARY SEQUENCES FOR EIS111

A. Sigma–Delta Multisine Sequence112

A basic requirement for online EIS monitoring of batteries113

is the short measurement time required to assume the battery114

behavior to be invariant. To this end, it is necessary to excite115

a number of frequency points at the same time. This can be116

easily achieved by digitally creating a broadband excitation117

signal as a sum of sine waves [24]118

x(t) =
M∑

i=1

Ai sin(ωi t + θi) (1)119

where the maximum flexibility on the choice of the num-120

ber of sine waves M , the amplitudes Ai , the phases θi ,121

and the angular frequencies ωi = 2π fi is granted. This122

flexibility allows the adaptation of the excitation signal to123

meet the application requirements. When EIS is used for124

battery monitoring, the frequencies should be selected to better125

investigate the low-frequency portion of the Cole–Cole plot126

where the majority of the information about the battery state127

is placed [4]. The phase of each sine wave should be randomly128

chosen to limit the crest factor of the resulting waveform x(t)129

and to not trigger nonlinear responses.130

The multisine waveform of (1) is usually represented as a131

multibit signal; hence, a complex multibit DAC is required132

to generate the analog excitation with a suitable signal-to-133

quantization noise ratio (SQNR). To simplify the implementa-134

tion of DAC, in terms of occupied area and power consumption135

in a VLSI implementation, we propose the application of136

single-bit multisine sequences. A possible method to realize137

this single-bit sequence is to apply the sigma–delta modula-138

tion to the original multibit multisine signal. An high-order139

Fig. 1. (a) Representation of the two-voltage method. (b) Scheme of the
H-bridge used as a bipolar 1-bit current DAC. (c) Current generated by the
H-bridge in relation to the input sequence B.

modulator allows one to achieve rather high SQNR levels 140

using a single-bit sequence as the output [25]. Moreover, 141

the complexity required by high-order modulation is totally 142

demanded to the digital processor while the 1-bit DAC is easy 143

to design and it is inherently linear [26], [27]. Therefore, the 144

SDMS is a good candidate for in situ and online monitoring 145

of battery cells. 146

B. Maximum Length Binary Sequence 147

An alternative method to realize a multisine sequences that 148

still allows to excite many tones concurrently is the MLBS. 149

MLBSs are characterized by a flat spectrum and excellent 150

periodic autocorrelation and cross correlation properties [28]. 151

Therefore, they are widely used for system identification 152

purposes, e.g., to measure the impulse response and frequency 153

response of linear systems [15]. An additional advantage of 154

such sequences is simple generation, which can be achieved 155

using a shift register and elementary logic gates. This simple 156

generation can also be implemented by low-complexity 157

microcontrollers, thus enabling practical applications in 158

numerous fields. 159

The MLBS is less flexible than the SDMS, because it excites 160

equally all the harmonics. However, it is possible to introduce 161

some level of flexibility by starting from an MLBS and 162

repeating every bit a number of times. This has the effect of 163

shaping the spectrum in a low-pass fashion and providing more 164

energy at low frequencies than at high frequencies, as shown 165

in [23]. The bit-repetition approach is well-suited to battery 166

EIS measurement, because typically the low frequencies pro- 167

vide most of the information, and the high frequencies, roughly 168

above the kilohertz range, are less informative. Furthermore, 169

the low-pass behavior of the signal induced by bit repetition 170

also mitigates the aliasing effects, which may occur in practical 171

scenarios due to the wide bandwidth of the MLBS signal. 172

Therefore, in the following, we use MLBS with bit repetition 173

to perform EIS measurements. 174

III. IMPEDANCE ANALYZER WITH BINARY EXCITATION 175

The proposed impedance measurement system is based 176

on the two-voltage method shown in Fig. 1(a) [29]. The 177

impedance of the battery is defined as 178

Zbat = V1

V2
R (2) 179

where V1 is the voltage across the battery, V2 is the voltage 180

across the reference resistor, and R is the reference resistance 181

that should be selected close to the nominal value of the dc 182

resistance of the battery under test. The type of excitation 183

signal does not directly affect the measurement model of (2), 184

but it limits the validity of the model over certain frequency 185
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the proposed impedance analyzer for battery EIS monitoring based on binary sequence excitation.

values. The usage of a multisine excitation, by means of either186

SDMS or MLBS, limits the validity of (2) only to the excited187

frequency points. Following this measurement definition, the188

excitation signal could be either a voltage or a current. How-189

ever, battery cells set specific constraints on the measurement190

procedure. First, a battery is generally a nonlinear device and191

can be assumed linear only under small perturbations [30].192

Furthermore, the battery is usually characterized by a very193

small impedance, ranging from 100 μ� to a few � depending194

on its chemical/physical realization [1]. These two considera-195

tions hamper the usage of a voltage excitation while suggest to196

excite the battery with a current in the mA to A range, easier197

to control and offering a better signal-to-noise ratio [31].198

The usage of binary sequence excitations, such as SDMS199

and MLBS, simplifies the design of the current generator.200

An H-bridge circuit [see Fig. 1(b)], as the one described201

in [26], can be easily used as a bipolar 1-bit current DAC.202

When the digital word B = 1, the bridge forces a current203

of value Iref to flow from node H to node L, while B =204

0 causes a current of the same value to flow from node L to205

node H. From the standpoint of the load connected between206

nodes H and L, this behavior is equal to the generation of207

a digital current signal toggling between levels +Iref and208

−Iref . This H-bridge circuit can be directly driven by the209

digital 1-bit sequences that are stored in or computed by a210

digital processor. In this way, the sampling frequency fS,DAC of211

DAC is equal to the transmission rate of the binary sequence.212

The current generator is then ac-coupled to the battery by213

a bandpass filter (BPF) that has the twofold purpose of214

avoiding dc currents from the battery to the H-bridge circuit215

and filtering the high-frequency components of the excitation216

signal, providing both the anti-aliasing function and the noise217

reduction required by the MLBS and SDMS, respectively. The218

proposed architecture for the current generator is simple and219

suitable to be implemented in silicon technology for future220

miniaturization.221

The overall architecture of the proposed impedance analyzer222

for battery EIS monitoring based on binary sequence excitation223

is reported in Fig. 2. Given the limitations on the amplitude224

of the excitation signal and the low resistance values, the225

voltages V1 and V2 usually range from a few μV to a few mV.226

Hence, a low-noise amplification stage is required, by means227

of instrumentation amplifiers (IAs), before analog-to-digital228

conversion. The two analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) work229

at the same sampling frequency fS,ADC, which should be230

higher than fS,DAC to avoid aliasing. The time skew between231

the two acquisition channels is of little importance in battery232

EIS because the frequencies of interest are very low. The233

output streams V1[k] and V2[k] of the two ADCs are then 234

digitally processed. Discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) with 235

the same parameters are computed on both the streams using 236

a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, and then a peak 237

search algorithm is applied to detect the amplitude and phase 238

values of the complex coefficients of the DFT outputs only at 239

the excitation frequencies fi . An elevated zero-padding factor 240

is beneficial to increase the numerical resolution of the DFT 241

and better detect the peaks, coping with the intrinsic low SNR 242

of the acquired voltage signals. To minimize the phase error 243

introduced by digital processing, the peak search algorithm 244

works in a coordinated way on both the streams V1[k] and 245

V2[k] to find the same frequency bins corresponding to the 246

excitation frequencies fi . 247

IV. BATTERY IMPEDANCE EMULATOR FOR 248

BINARY SEQUENCES 249

To comparatively analyze the performances of the binary 250

sequences, an impedance emulator has been used instead of 251

a real battery. Indeed, the characteristics of a battery are not 252

fully reproducible over repeated measurements. The emulator 253

provides a stable impedance reference that, in principle, can 254

be used to test and calibrate any measurement system. The 255

emulator had previously been developed [32]. 256

The core idea is to implement on a microcontroller 257

unit (MCU) a programmable digital filter whose frequency 258

response reproduces the impedance of a battery. The imple- 259

mented architecture is sketched in Fig. 3. A four-wire 260

impedance analyzer can be generically sketched as a current 261

source and measurement unit injecting the excitation signal 262

into the device under test, and a separate voltage measurement 263

system acquiring the response of the excited device. The 264

emulator is devised to be connected in place of the battery. 265

It is equipped with an ADC to acquire the excitation signal and 266

a DAC that emulates the battery response. Since the current 267

cannot be injected directly into the ADC, a suitable load 268

resistor Rload has to be connected in parallel with the emulator 269

as shown in Fig. 3. The ADC measures the voltage Vin across 270

Rload, and the DAC emulates the corresponding response Vout. 271

The impedance analyzer reads the emulated voltage from the 272

DAC, as if it was acquiring the signal of a real battery. 273

The ADC and DAC sample the signals at Fs = (1/Ts) = 274

1 kSa/s, resulting in the sequences x[n] = Vin(nTs) and 275

y[n] = Vout(nTs). The filter response in the time domain can 276

be expressed as 277

y[n] =
N−1∑
k=0

h[k]x[n − k] (3) 278
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Fig. 3. Simplified scheme of the impedance emulator and its connection to
a generic four-wire impedance analyzer.

where h[k] is the impulse response, and N is the total number279

of samples. The frequency response H (ωk) is obtained as the280

DFT of the impulse response281

H (ωk) =
N−1∑
n=0

h[n]e−i 2πkn
N (4)282

where ωk = (2π Fs/N)k. The frequency response is numeri-283

cally equal to the ratio (Vout(ω))/(Vin(ω)); hence, it is inde-284

pendent of the value of Rload. Thus, the following relationships285

hold:286

H (ω) = Vout(ω)

Vin(ω)
= Vout(ω)

Rload I (ω)
(5)287

where I (ω) is the current across the load resistor injected288

by the impedance analyzer. Hence, the measured emulated289

impedance is Zemu(ω) = Rload H (ω). The digital filter has290

been programmed to emulate the impedance of the Samsung291

ICR18650-26J battery model. As detailed in [32], an analytical292

model of Zemu(ω) has been used. Then, by inverting DFT (4),293

h[n] was obtained and preloaded on the MCU.294

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS295

A. Generation of Sequences296

For the design of SDMS, the idinput function of MATLAB1
297

was used. The generated sequence is 8192 bits long and298

sampled at 12 593 Sa/s, leading to an excitation time of only299

650 ms. A third-order 1-bit sigma–delta modulator with an300

oversampling ratio of 32 was applied to shape the quantization301

noise out of the band of interest, resulting in an excitation sig-302

nal with an SQNR value of 87.2 dB. The SDMS encompasses303

25 sine waves specially selected to estimate the low-frequency304

portion of the impedance spectrum. The frequencies fi = [1.5,305

3.1, 4.6, 6.2, 7.7, 9.3, 10.8, 12.4, 13.9, 15.4, 17, 20.1, 23.2,306

27.8, 32.4, 40.2, 49.4, 55.6, 60.2704, 72.6, 86.5, 100.4, 120.5,307

151.4, 196.3] Hz are logarithmically distributed in the band308

1–200 Hz.309

The MLBS was generated using the mlbs function of the310

fdident MATLAB1 toolbox. Each bit of the 1023-bit long311

MLBS was repeated eight times to achieve a final sequence312

length of 8184, comparable to SDMS.313

B. Impedance Analyzer Prototype314

A prototype of the impedance analyzer was realized to315

carry out the EIS measurement on the battery sample and316

validate the system in online battery monitoring. The hardware317

1Registered trademark.

Fig. 4. Measurement setup and realized PCB test board.

prototype consists of a four-layer PCB board together with 318

benchtop instrumentation. 319

The board is divided into two sections. The first section 320

hosts an MCU and a CMOS application-specific integrated 321

circuit (ASIC) that integrates the H-bridge circuit, while the 322

second section is composed of the passive BPF, the coupling 323

circuit, and the IAs (Texas Instruments INA331). The 1-bit 324

sequence is digitally generated in software and stored in a 325

portion of the MCU memory, which sends the sequence to the 326

H-bridge current generator with a transmission rate equal to 327

the sampling frequency of DAC fS,DAC = 12 593 Hz. Then 328

the 1-bit DAC forces a maximum instantaneous peak current 329

of value Iref = 1 mA to flow into the battery. This limitation 330

on the maximum stimulus current prevented from the usage of 331

the prototype with MLBS. Indeed, MLBS spreads the energy 332

over the whole excitation band resulting to a lower SNR at 333

the single frequency point. Therefore, the prototype is tested 334

using only SDMS. 335

A 1-� high-precision resistor is chosen as the reference 336

resistor, since its value is convenient for subsequent com- 337

putation. The 25-mHz to 250-Hz BPF placed in between 338

the DAC and the battery removes the high-frequency noise 339

associated with the excitation signal without limiting the 340

frequency range required to estimate the interesting portion of 341

the spectrum of the battery. The ac coupling circuit consists 342

of two 10-μF capacitors to block the dc voltage and two 343

1-M� resistors to set the common-mode dc input voltage of 344

the IAs. The gain factor for each IA is set to a maximum 345

value of 1000. The analog-to-digital conversion is carried out 346

using the 12-bit NI-5124 PXI two-channel digitizer, sampling 347

at fS,ADC = 35 kHz. Since the high-pass cutoff frequency of 348

the ac coupling of the digitizer is 12 Hz, the ADC inputs were 349

set in dc coupling mode with a high-value capacitor in series 350

for each channel. The use of a commercial digitizer allows us 351

to assume the receiver ideal and focus on the generation. The 352

hardware used is based on a VLSI implementation of a 1-bit 353

current DAC, highlighting the possible in situ implementation. 354

A photograph of the realized test board together with the 355

measurement setup is reported in Fig. 4. 356

C. Calibration of the Impedance Analyzer 357

The realized impedance analyzer prototype is not optimized 358

and suffers from many parasitic elements and nonidealities. 359

Some of those nonidealities are related to the actual imple- 360

mentation: the frequency response of the passive BPF is not 361

perfectly constant throughout the frequency range, adding 362

frequency dispersion of the gain and phase estimates; the 363
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Fig. 5. Two-port representation of the measurement system.

fixture for the battery connection, the ac coupling circuit to364

the battery, and the general circuital implementation add par-365

asitic elements causing frequency-dependent phase rotation.366

For instance, the fixture adds inductive and resistive series367

parasitic elements and parallel capacitive elements. Therefore,368

a calibration procedure of the impedance analyzer prototype369

is required. To this end, we followed a behavioral modeling370

approach that consists of describing the measurement system371

(up to the ADC) as a two-port network: 1) the measurement372

port connected to the real battery under test and defined by373

the voltage VD = V1 and current ID = I = V2/R and 2) the374

virtual reading port defined by the uncalibrated estimates of375

the voltage VL = V̂1 and current IL = V̂2/R (see Fig. 5). This376

system is composed of components that can be assumed linear377

(at least in their normal operating region): the 1-bit DAC,378

passive BPF, coupling circuits, and IAs; thus, it is reasonable379

to model it with the nonhomogeneous H-parameter matrix380 [
IL

VD

]
=

[
h11 h12

h21 h22

]
·
[

VL

ID

]
+

[
Ios

Vos

]
. (6)381

The terms Ios and Vos would be required to describe the382

presence of the independent current source (i.e., the H-bridge383

current DAC) in the two-port network. However, they are384

neglected in the following calibration procedure to reduce385

its level of complexity, since such an approximation will386

not lead to a substantial loss of accuracy while allowing an387

easy practical implementation of the technique. Solving (6) by388

applying the load characteristic curve VD = −Zbat · ID leads389

to the model390

Z L = Zbat + h22

h11 Zbat + h11h22 − h12h21
= Zbat + h22

h11 Zbat + γ
(7)391

where Z L is the uncalibrated estimate of the battery impedance392

defined as393

Z L = VL

IL
= V̂1

V̂2
R. (8)394

Equation (7) assumes ideal digital processing of voltages395

V1 and V2. Unfortunately, nonideal ac coupling to the ADC396

inputs does not perfectly remove the very low-frequency397

interferences, and a spurious leakage component adding to398

the low-frequency estimates is still present. This unwanted399

behavior can be considered in the model by defining the400

uncalibrated estimate of the battery impedance at frequency401

fi , after digital processing, as402

Z post
L ( fi ) = VL( fi ) + A1( fi )

IL ( fi ) + A2( fi )
= Z L( fi ) + ε1( fi )

1 + ε2( fi )
(9)403

where A1 and A2 are the perturbative terms modeling the404

leakage of the low-frequency components at excitation fre-405

quencies fi . Substituting (7) into (9) gives the final model of406

Fig. 6. (a) Estimated Cole–Cole plots compared with the reference ones
over the calibration space. (b) Estimated Cole–Cole plots compared with the
reference ones over the validation space. (c) Errors of estimated values.

the measurement at each excitation frequency fi 407

Z post
L ( fi ) = Zbat + h22

h11 Zbat + h11h22 − h12h21
[1 − ε2] + ε1[1 − ε2]. 408

(10) 409

The final equation (10) shows a nonlinear model of the mea- 410

surement with at least five parameters that need to be estimated 411

in the calibration procedure. The calibration was performed on 412

a sample battery (Samsung ICR18650-26J) charged at three 413

different SoC levels representing the entire measurement space 414

of interest (from SoC = 100% to SoC = 10%). The SoC levels 415

were realized following a procedure similar to the one reported 416

in [8]. The battery was first fully charged and then discharged 417

by means of a resistive load. A 2-h-long relaxation time was 418

adopted to allow for the stabilization of the slow dynamic 419

effects. At each SoC level, the impedance of the battery was 420

measured by the uncalibrated impedance analyzer and the 421

reference benchtop impedance analyzer HIOKI IM3590, with 422

a rated accuracy of about 8% of reading for the absolute value 423

and 5◦ for the phase in the range of interest. The HIOKI 424

impedance analyzer provides the reference value Z ref . The 425

parameters of the model were obtained by minimizing the 426

following cost function at each frequency point fi : 427

N∑
n=1

∥∥∥Z post
L ,n ( fi ) − Z ref,n( fi )

∥∥∥2
(11) 428

where n refers to a different SoC level used for the calibration 429

procedure. Then, the rough estimates Z post
L ,n are corrected by 430

applying the inverted (10) to obtain the final estimates of the 431

battery impedance Ẑbat( fi ). 432

Fig. 6(a) shows comparison of the calibrated estimates 433

of the battery impedance Ẑbat (circles) with the reference 434

values (lines) over the calibration dataset composed of n = 435

3 different SoC values, showing the goodness of the calibration 436

procedure. For a better reading of Fig. 6(a), only 12 of the 437

25 frequency points of the multisine sequence are shown. 438

To further validate the calibration process, the calibrated 439

impedance analyzer is compared with the reference instrument 440

over a different dataset (different SoC levels) in Fig. 6(b). 441

In both the cases, the error of the estimated impedance is less 442

than 3 m�, as shown in Fig. 6(c). 443
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Fig. 7. Online acquisition of the impedance spectra by the calibrated
impedance analyzer prototype during the discharge process by a constant dc
current.

D. Online Measurements444

The calibrated impedance analyzer prototype is tested and445

validated in the case study of online monitoring of the battery446

impedance spectrum. To this aim, we reproduce the dis-447

charge process of the battery sample (Samsung ICR18650-26J)448

through an electronic load. The battery is connected to the449

Keithley 2450 source measurement unit (SMU) that emulates450

the electronic load with a constant sink current of 400 mA,451

and the impedance Zbat is constantly monitored by the pro-452

posed impedance analyzer. Fig. 7 shows the evolution of453

the impedance spectrum during the discharge cycle covering454

the entire SoC space. The calibrated estimates of the battery455

impedance Ẑest (circles) are compared with fitted values Ẑfit456

(lines) obtained using a simplified Randles model consisting457

of a resistor in series with a parallel connection between a458

constant phase element (CPE) and a resistor. This equivalent459

circuit differs from the standard Randles model by the lack of460

the series Warburg element, which models the mass transfer461

phenomena. This is reasonable because mass transport occurs462

at frequencies lower than the excited ones. The impedance of463

the fitting model is given by464

Ẑfit( f ) = R0 + R1

1 + R1 Q( j2π f )p
(12)465

where Q and p are the parameters of the CPE. From Fig. 7466

it is possible to infer that even though singular estimated467

points have a large error, the discharging trend of the battery468

impedance is correctly identified by the measurement system.469

That proves the capability of the proposed impedance analyzer470

to monitor the state parameters of the battery online.471

E. Emulator472

As introduced in Section IV, the results obtained with the473

SDMS and MLBS sequences, respectively, are compared by474

means of the battery impedance emulator. The generation475

frequency is 1 kSa/s for both the sequences. Consequently,476

the frequency components of the SDMS sequence are fi =477

[0.12, 0.24, 0.37, 0.49, 0.61, 0.73, 0.85, 0.98, 1.10, 1.22,478

1.34, 1.59, 1.83, 2.20, 2.56, 3.17, 3.91, 4.39, 4.76, 5.74, 6.84,479

7.93, 9.52, 11.96, 15.50] Hz. The emulated impedance curve480

is represented by the blue reference curve of Figs. 8–10.481

Fig. 8. Amplitude of the emulated impedance measured by means of MLBS
and �–	 sequences, for low and high excitation signal amplitude.

Fig. 9. Phase of the emulated impedance measured by means of MLBS and
�–	 sequences, for low and high excitation signal amplitude.

Fig. 10. Cole–Cole plot of the emulated impedance measured by means of
MLBS and �–	 sequences, for low and high excitation signal amplitude.

To test the binary sequences, it was not necessary to connect 482

the emulator to the actual impedance analyzer. It has been 483

sufficient to voltage control the emulator input by generating 484

the binary sequences with a bench waveform generator and 485

by acquiring the DAC output with a digital oscilloscope. 486

Since no windowing is applied, the duration of the impulse 487

response h[k] in (3) has been set, for coherent sampling, to be 488

exactly three repetitions of the binary sequences. Also, three 489

sequence repetitions were acquired at each measurement with 490

the oscilloscope. 491

First, following the calibration procedure illustrated in [32], 492

the emulator has been calibrated by means of a full-resolution 493

(FR) random phase multisine signal obtained by summing 494

sinusoids with frequencies [0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 2, 4, 10, 20, 40, 495

50, 100, 200] Hz. The rms amplitude of the total signal was 496

Vrms = 153 mV, corresponding to a peak-to-peak voltage 497

Vpp = 1.2 V for the total signal. The calibrated frequency 498

response for the FR multisine is represented by the orange 499

curve with circles in Figs. 8–10. 500
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The impedance of the calibrated emulator has then been501

analyzed by means of both the MLBS and SDMS. The main502

limit of the FR multisine is that Vpp increases rapidly as more503

frequency components are added; hence, both the number of504

components and Vrms have to be kept low to avoid saturation505

problems. Instead, for binary sequences, Vrms is the same as506

Vpp, allowing to inject more power into the system under test507

before achieving the same peak-to-peak level compliance set508

to avoid saturation.509

To compare the accuracy of the binary sequences with that510

obtained by means of the FR multisine, Vpp = 153 mV511

has been set for the sequences. The resulting response is512

shown on the left panels of Figs. 8–10. As shown in Fig. 8,513

the measured impedance amplitude is quite accurate, but the514

measured impedance phase is very noisy, as shown in Figs. 9515

and 10.516

Then Vpp = 1.2 V has been set for both the sequences.517

As shown on the right panels of Figs. 8–10, the results are518

quite as accurate as those obtained with the FR multisine, but519

with the advantage that more frequency components have been520

excited.521

VI. CONCLUSION522

This article investigated the applicability of multisine binary523

sequences for online and in situ monitoring of battery cell524

impedance. SDMS and MLBS allow for reduced measurement525

time and effective VLSI implementation of the measuring sys-526

tem, since they excite many frequency points at the same time527

and rely on binary excitation. The two excitation sequences528

were compared in the analysis of the impedance of a battery529

emulator, reporting similar accuracy and dependence on the530

excitation level. In particular, the analysis on the impedance531

emulator has shown that binary sequences allow to inject more532

power into the system and excite a greater number of frequen-533

cies with respect to an FR multisine signal. Indeed, the peak534

voltage of FR multisine increases rapidly as more frequency535

components are added, while the peak-to-peak voltage of a536

binary sequence does not depend on the number of compo-537

nents. To demonstrate the applicability to online and in situ538

EIS monitoring of battery cells, an architecture of impedance539

analyzer exploiting the binary nature of SDMS and MLBS and540

suitable to be implemented in VLSI technology was presented.541

A proof of concept was realized using off-the-shelf compo-542

nents. Though the architecture can be used with either SDMS543

or MLBS, the realized prototype is limited to the former kind544

of excitation due to the maximum peak excitation current of545

1 mA. After calibration, it was compared with a benchtop ref-546

erence instrument, showing an average deviation of less than547

3 m�. The prototype was validated in online EIS monitoring548

of a commercial battery cell during its discharge process.549
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